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U.S. Economy is Slowing, and So is Nonresidential
Construction Spending
By Anirban Basu, Chief Construction Economist, Marcum LLP

20/20 Vision Required to See 2020
The headlines are replete with notions of yield
curve inversion, collapsing interest rates,
potential recessions in Germany, Italy, South
Korea, Brazil, and Russia, faltering consumer
sentiment, and volatile financial markets.
Many of these indications suggest that
additional economic softness is forthcoming.
Already, U.S. economic growth has slipped,
whether measured by gross domestic product
or the rate of monthly job growth.

That is not to suggest that the U.S. economy
is in terrible shape.  At this moment, much
remains upbeat.  America’s economy can still
be characterized as being at full employment,
flooded with available job openings, the most
rapid wage growth in about a decade, and a
still-active consumer.  Corporate earnings
have managed to hold up despite a sea of
issues related to trade wars, shifting
immigration policy, Boeing, and skills
shortages.  There is little reason to believe
that a downturn is imminent; it’s just that

leading indicators are flashing orange and
sometimes red signals on an increasingly
frequent basis, indicating that economic
conditions are set to worsen as we approach
the horizon.

There’s more.  Next year will usher forth a
presidential election.  Given massive policy
differences among contenders on issues
ranging from taxes and social spending to
regulating energy production or global trade,
many economic actors will be predisposed
towards embracing a wait-and-see attitude.
That stands to further limit transactional
volume next year.  None of this is especially
promising with respect to the 12- to 18-
month outlook for the U.S. economy, and
where the economy heads, construction will
follow.

Already, some of the economy’s weakness,
particularly in terms of business investment, is
being reflected in construction spending data.
For instance, monthly nonresidential
construction spending declined 1.8 percent in
June, the last month for which there are
available data.  Compared to the same month
one year earlier, nonresidential construction
spending is up 2.3 percent, or about the rate
of inflation.  

In other words, nonresidential construction
outlays have failed to expand over the past
year in real terms despite a surge in spending
by state and local governments on a number
of infrastructure categories.  In June, private
nonresidential spending was down 0.3
percent compared to the previous month, and
is down 0.4 percent on a year-over-year basis.
Growth in several private segments appears
constrained by growing concerns regarding
market saturation in certain geographies and
segments, setting the stage for additional
softening during the months ahead.
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What can I say, it’s been a good year.
When we look at the past 12 months
in general, it would seem that the
market growth and prosperity will
continue until…who knows when?
So, now would be the perfect time to
take a skeptical and informed eye to
the future.  It’s always better to have
a plan for tougher times than make a
plan amidst them.  As you’ll read in
our economist’s assessment, warning
signs and historical trends of
downturn are out there and have been
for a little while.  The construction
industry, always the first to feel the
pinch and last to be relieved of it, even
saw some minor downturns this June.
Jobs remain aplenty, unemployment is
slow, still but nonresidential spending
hasn’t grown over the past year and
that includes the increases we saw in
governmental and infrastructure
spending.  So, what’s the message?
I won’t say we’re in for stormy
weather (yet) but I will say it never
hurts to pack an umbrella.  

Stay dry,

Joseph Natarelli, CPA
National Construction Industry Group
Leader, Marcum LLP

Though public construction spending was down in June on a monthly basis, it was still up 6.4
percent on a year-ago basis.  State and local government finances in much of the nation have
been buoyed by a strong labor market, which has expanding income tax collections; by rising
home prices, which are contributing to greater property tax collections; by elevated consumer
spending, which is bulking up retail sales tax collections.  

Among the public construction segments experiencing the most growth in outlays over the past
12 months are sewage/wage disposal (+18.7%), transportation (+7.5%), and highway/street
(+6.5%).  Spending related to public safety has also been rising and is up nearly 24 percent
over the past three years.  It is conceivable that recent events will continue to induce state and
local governments to invest additional resources into this category to further empower and
protect first responders as well as the broader public.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Exhibit 2. Total Nonresidential Spending, June 2019, Millions of Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted 
Annual Rate 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Exhibit 1.  Private Nonresidential Spending, June 2019, Millions of Dollars, Seasonally 
Adjusted Annual Rate 
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While there’s no shortage of things about which to be concerned,
including corporate debt, household debt, and sovereign debt,
nonresidential construction’s greatest vulnerability may be attributable
to a long-lived arch-nemesis, an insolvent Highway Trust Fund.  Based
on the current rates of revenue accumulation and spending,

America’s Highway Trust Fund will be insolvent by 2021.  If history is
any indication, the looming insolvency of the trust fund will induce a
growing number of state and local transportation directors to delay
needed infrastructure upgrades, removing one of nonresidential
construction’s high growth segments in the process.

Exhibit 3. Nonresidential Construction Spending, June 2015 through June 2019

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Is Recession on the Way?  Not Yet
It has been a great run for the economy and won’t end this year.  The
consumer is simply too strong for economic growth to come to a
complete and sudden halt, absent some type of completely
unpredictable, earth-shattering event.  Already, America has achieved
its lengthiest economic expansion in history, with the nation now well
into its 11th year of expansion.  According to the National Bureau of
Economic Research, the official arbiter of business cycles, the
previous record was held by a 10-year period that lasted from early
1991 to early 2001.

Perhaps the durability of the current expansion is not altogether
surprising.  American business cycles have been generally
lengthening over the past four decades.  Between 1945 and 1981,
American economic expansions lasted an average of just three years
and eight months.  Since then, they have stretched on for more than
eight years on average.  

But while America’s economic expansions have become lengthier,
they have also become weaker.  During the 10 business cycles
occurring between 1949 and 2007, the economy grew at an average
annual rate of 4.7 percent.  Since 2009, annual growth has averaged
just 2.3 percent.  Output per capita has grown even more slowly.  

Still, while progress over the course of the past 10+ years can be
generally characterized as gradual, persistent economic growth has
managed to lift the fortunes of many.  Over that span, the economy
has also added jobs for 106 consecutive months, creating nearly 21
million net new positions in the process.  In July, the last month for
which there are data, the economy added another 164,000 jobs.

With the labor force participation rate falling for much of the past
decade and given consistent employment growth, the massive labor
market slack that characterized years like 2008, 2009, and 2010
has all but disappeared — a reality well appreciated by many a
contractor.  The unemployment rate currently stands at 3.7 percent,
effectively a 50-year low.  Over a recent 12-month period, the U.S.
construction industry managed to add 202,000 net new jobs, which
translates into impressive industry employment growth of 2.8 percent.
That’s a rate of job growth about twice the balance of the economy,
which is rendered all the more impressive by the ongoing difficulty
contractors are suffering finding welders, glaziers, pipefitters,
ironworkers, electricians, roofers, estimators, superintendents, etc.

Though nonresidential construction employment slipped in 
July (-2,800 jobs), over the past 12 months, this segment has added
122,300 net new positions.  The construction unemployment rate
stands at just 3.8 percent, up only marginally over the past year as
more Americans wake up to the abundance of middle-income
opportunities in goods-producing sectors like construction.

Construction is hardly alone in terms of offering opportunities to
Americans earnestly seeking employment.  According to the most
recent Job Openings and Labor Turnover survey, there were 7.3
million job openings in June.  Given that there are 6.1 million
unemployed persons, there are 1.2 available job openings per
individual searching for opportunity.  In other words, demand for
human capital remains high, an insight that appears inconsistent with
notions of near-term recession.
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Federal Reserve Reverses Course
With the U.S. economy becoming increasingly vulnerable to a host of
factors, including large-scale asset price declines and geopolitical
uncertainties emerging from China, Iran, and elsewhere, the Federal
Reserve has seen fit to reverse its policymaking stance.  Late last
year, Federal Reserve leadership strongly hinted that additional
interest rate increases were forthcoming to head off potentially
problematic inflation.  The Federal Reserve increased rates nine times
between December 2015 and December 2018, and the expectation
had been that more rate hikes would be on the way.

Equity markets were displeased.  The Dow Jones Industrial Average
and other indices swooned during last year’s fourth quarter, helping
to produce some pointed presidential tweets.  It also seemed to help
persuade the nation’s monetary policymakers that additional rate
hikes may not represent good policy, especially with broad measures
of inflation strongly suggesting that America does not have an
inflation problem.  

Having altered its rhetoric, the Federal Reserve spent much of the
first half of 2019 signaling that at least one rate cut could be
forthcoming.  On July 31, 2019, that rate cut came, and there is a
likelihood that additional monetary easing would transpire later this
year.

In the world of economics, expect the unexpected.  The markets had
seemingly been begging the Federal Reserve for a rate cut, and when
it came, stock prices tumbled vigorously and then established a
volatile sine wave (up and down) pattern.  The yield curve inverted,
with the yield on the 2-year Treasury note briefly rising above that of
the 10-year Treasury, a key recessionary warning signal.  While
economists debated whether such things really matter, the bond
market continues to signal that the U.S. economy is set to slow
meaningfully along with much of the balance of the world.

But then again, there are various ways to interpret such things.
Interest rates have been falling, and while that may be a signal of
softer economic growth, lower borrowing costs are in and of
themselves quite good for engaged consumers and expanding
businesses.

Indeed, low interest rates represent a primary factor in support of the
economic expansion’s observed capacity to endure.  America’s
consumer-led expansion has benefited from persistently low
borrowing costs, including rock-bottom mortgage rates, which have
helped to rejuvenate the housing market even in the context of
abundant student debt and a slow pace of new family formation. 

What is most remarkable and surprising to many economists is that
the combination of incredibly low unemployment, rising minimum
wages, expanding tuitions, higher apartment rents, tariffs/trade
disputes, elevated prescription drug costs, greater industry
concentration in airlines, tech, and other segments, and rising home
prices have translated into only modest inflation to date.  One might
have thought that economy-wide inflation would be deeply
problematic by now, but that simply hasn’t been the case.

Over a recent 12-month period, the core consumer price index
indicated that inflation was running at 1.8 percent on a year-over-
year basis, below the Federal Reserve’s 2-percent target.  A separate
measure, one favored by the nation’s monetary policymakers,
indicates that inflation has been running at 1.6 percent on a year-
over-year basis, neatly below the Fed’s target. 

There are many factors helping to shape a highly desirable equilibrium
characterized by consistently low inflation.  Among these are
softening global economic growth, a reasonably strong U.S. dollar,
the Amazon effect (which among other things empowers purchasers
to easily compare prices), generally more efficient supply chains, the
aggressive move toward generic drugs, and outpatient care.  What’s
more, while certain interest rates have fallen recently in the U.S., this
may not necessarily be an indication of a U.S. economy that is poised
to fall apart.  Interest rates in much of the world are even lower,
inducing more capital to flock to America, which, all things being
equal, produces better, not worse, economic outcomes.
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
*Construction, Mining, and Logging are included in one industry.

Exhibit 4. Construction Employment Growth, 20 Largest U.S. Metropolitan Areas July 2018 v. July 2019, Not Seasonally Adjusted



Looking Ahead
A 2020 recession has seemed likely for at least three years.  The
current period is especially difficult to forecast, however, given the
enormous influence of uncertain policymaking.  Tariffs announced
one month can be postponed the next.  While much of the focus has
been on Sino-U.S. trade disputes recently, there are also conflicts
involving America and the EU as well as India.  Brexit also becomes
increasingly perilous, with British governments continuously on the
precipice of being undone.

The Federal Reserve may cut short-term rates once more this year,
perhaps in September, but it will make little difference.  The problem
in the U.S. is not excessively elevated borrowing costs.  The problem
in America is a dramatic increase in the levels of uncertainty facing
households and businesses.  When the current administration in
Washington, D.C. entered the fray, uncertainty facing many
businesses declined, regulations were withdrawn, corporate earnings
surged, markets rose, employment growth accelerated, and consumer
spending took off.

Today, the situation is far different, with Americans struggling to
understand the impact of trade disputes, circumstances pertaining to
Iran, and the consequences of their own expanding indebtedness.
What is known is that there will be elections in the U.S. next year, and
that will further expand uncertainty.

From a policymaking perspective, there is a big difference between
Donald Trump and Elizabeth Warren.  There is a big difference
between Donald Trump and Kamala Harris.  Indeed, there is a big
difference between Donald Trump and any conceivable Democratic
president.  For business, this means an uncertain future regarding
private health insurance, defense contracting, trade relations with
China and other partners, taxes, and regulation.  For households, this
translates into uncertainty regarding federal taxes, state and local tax
deductions, incentives to purchase electric vehicles, social assistance,
payments to farmers, etc.  Even state and local government
policymakers face growing uncertainty regarding future federal
spending on infrastructure and social programs like Medicaid.
Additionally, as noted earlier, the Highway Trust Fund is set for
insolvency by 2021, and Washington does not appear positioned to
do much more than continue to kick the proverbial can down the road
in the context of rampant partisanship.  

Ultimately, the sources of uncertainty will induce many economic
actors to adopt a wait-and-see attitude, further reducing economic
activity in the context of an already rapidly softening global economic
environment.  It is for these reasons that we may see the onset of
recession sometime next year.  Given still extensive backlog, this
means that many contractors will remain busy throughout 2020, but
2021 and/or 2022 could be markedly different.
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New Haven, CT
September 19, 2019

Nashville, TN
October 3, 2019

Costa Mesa, CA
October 22, 2019

Ft. Lauderdale, FL
February 20, 2020

SAVE THE DATE

www.marcumevents.com

The new Marcum Contractor Compensation
Quarterly (CCQ) is especially designed for
the busy construction executive who needs
to stay abreast of competitive compensation

and benefit levels within the industry. 
Read the latest edition here.

PAS CONTRACTOR
COMPENSATION
QUARTERLY

THE MARCUM EDITION

www.marcumllp.com/ccq

http://www.marcumllp.com/pdf/CCQ/marcum-construction-compensation-quarterly-second-quarter-2019.pdf
www.marcumllp.com/ccq
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

[1] Advance (1st) Estimate.
[2] The Producer Price Index (PPI) program measures the average change over time in the selling prices received by domestic producers for their

output. The prices included in the PPI are from the first commercial transaction for many products and some services. All figures are indexed
from a base year, that base year being different for each individual index.

[3] SA: Seasonally Adjusted. NSA: Not Seasonally Adjusted. SAAR: Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate



Joseph Natarelli is national leader of Marcum’s
Construction Industry Practice and office managing
partner in New Haven. For more than a decade, he
has served as a technical reviewer for the AICPA’s
Audit Risk Alert for Construction Contractors and the
AICPA Accounting Guide — Construction Contractors.
Joe has also chaired the annual AICPA National
Construction Industry Conference.

Joseph Natarelli

Services

Marcum's Assurance Services
Division provides independent
audit, attestation and transaction
advisory services to both publicly
traded and privately owned
companies in a wide variety of
industries. The Firm provides clients
with an independent and objective
view of their financial condition and
results of operations, while
maximizing the transparency and
reliability of financial information.

Attestation Engagements
Audits
Compilations & Reviews
Employee Benefit Plans
International Financial
Reporting
IT Risk & Assurance
Mergers & Acquisitions
SEC Advisory Services 
SOC Reports
Transaction Services

Marcum's Tax & Business Services
Division offers all forms of accounting
and regulatory compliance services.
Our tax professionals are 
deeply experienced in advising large 
corporations, international businesses,
foreign nationals, high-net-worth
individuals, family business owners,
local business operators and others
on complex transactions at the
local, national and international
levels. Our high degree of
specialization ensures that both the
advice and services clients receive
are specific to their needs.

Accounting Services
Bankruptcy and Insolvency 
Business Advisory
Cost Segregation
EB-5 Investor Services
Financial Statements
International Taxation
Marcum Family Office
State & Local Taxation
Transaction Advisory
Tax Controversy
Tax Credits & Incentives
Tax-Exempt Business
Tax Return Compliance
Trusts & Estates

Marcum’s Advisory Services Division
provides regulatory agencies, lawyers,
trustees, financial institutions,
insurance companies and business
owners with answers to business and
litigation matters. Our teams of
asset managers, operational
consultants, forensic experts and
accountants have the experience and
expertise to accomplish the specific
goals of our clients.

Anti-Money Laundering
Bankruptcy
Business Interruption Claims
Business Process Outsourcing
Solutions
Civil & Criminal Fraud
Computer Forensics 
Financial Advisory
Forensic Services
Insolvency Analysis
Performance Improvement
Risk Management 
Workplace Security &
Investigations

Marcum LLP is a leading provider of
business valuation, litigation support,
economic damages, and financial
forensic investigations.

We are frequently retained to provide
expert witness services relating to the
value of a business; loss of a business
or segment of a business;
determination of reasonable
compensation; and other financial
matters. Our professionals are often
court appointed or jointly retained by
the parties involved in a dispute. In
addition, our experts are regularly
invited to peer and legal conferences
to teach, and regularly publish in top
industry journals.

Business Valuations
Litigation Support
Financial Forensic
Investigations
Marital Dissolution

Anirban Basu is Marcum’s chief construction economist.
He is also a member of the Firm’s National Construction
Practice, as well as chairman & CEO of Sage Policy
Group, Inc., an economic and policy consulting firm 
in Baltimore, Maryland. Anirban leads Marcum’s research
and analysis of the economic health of the commercial
construction industry in America. Additionally, he writes
the quarterly Marcum Commercial Construction Index
and annual Marcum JOLT Survey analysis and is a
keynote presenter at the Firm’s construction industry
summits.

Anirban Basu
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Assurance Tax & Business Advisory

Marcum LLP is one of the largest independent public accounting and advisory services firms in the nation, with offices in major business markets through-
out the U.S., as well as Grand Cayman, China, and Ireland. Headquartered in New York City, Marcum provides a full spectrum of traditional tax, accounting,
and assurance services; advisory, valuation, and litigation support; managed accounting services; and an extensive portfolio of specialty and niche industry
practices. The Firm serves both privately held and publicly traded companies, as well as nonprofit and social sector entities, high net worth individuals,
private equity funds, and hedge funds, with a focus on middle-market companies and closely held family businesses.  Marcum is a member of the
Marcum Group, an organization providing a comprehensive array of professional services. For more information, visit www.marcumllp.com.  

National Construction Industry Services Leaders

Valuation & Litigation Support

JOSEPH NATARELLI
National Construction Industry Group Leader
joseph.natarelli@marcumllp.com
203.781.9710

NEW ENGLAND:
ROBERT MERCADO
robert.mercado@marcumllp.com
203.781.9730

NEW YORK:
IRA KANTOR
ira.kantor@marcumllp.com
631.414.4726

PHILADELPHIA:
EDWARD REITMEYER
edward.reitmeyer@marcumllp.com
215.297.2595

NASHVILLE:
BILL CLARK, JR. 
bill.clark@marcumllp.com
615.245.4040

FLORIDA:
MICHAEL BALTER
michael.balter@marcumllp.com
954.320.8040

CHICAGO:
TIM CROSBY
tim.crosby@marcumllp.com
847.282.6368

CALIFORNIA:
WARREN HENNAGIN
warren.hennagin@marcumllp.com
949.236.5620


